Adjustable Mounting Arms Increase Positioning Possibilities of EIZO LCD Monitors and Contribute to More Ergonomic Workspace

Matto, Japan, April 30, 2004 – Eizo Nanao Corporation (“EIZO”) today introduced three new mounting arms for its LCD monitors. Combining a sturdy, flexible construction with a sleek look, these mounting arms expand positioning options and range of movement of EIZO LCD monitors. These new accessories include one flexible arm (LA-131-D) and two wall mount arms (LA-030-W and LA-011-W).

LA-131-D (LCD Monitor Flexible Arm)
- Position the screen to the desired angle and orientation with 40° monitor tilt, 180° monitor swivel, 90° monitor pivot, 105° arm tilt, and 360° (middle axis) and 300° (rear axis) side-to-side rotation.
- Regain workspace by moving the monitor off to the side or against the wall.
- Cable housing prevents dangling monitor cables.
- Aluminum die cast frame provides robust construction and a streamlined design.
- Easy attachment of clamp to the back of the desk.
- Holds EIZO LCD monitors 18.1” and above.
- Available in gray and black.

LA-030-W (LCD Monitor Wall Mount Arm)
- Position the screen to the desired angle and orientation with 35° monitor tilt, 180° monitor swivel, 90° monitor pivot, 360° (middle axis) and 180° (rear axis) side-to-side rotation.
- Regain workspace by moving the monitor off to the side or against the wall.
- Aluminum die cast frame provides robust construction and a streamlined design.
- Cable housing prevents dangling monitor cables.
- Includes wall plate for stable attachment.
- Holds EIZO LCD monitors 17” and above (except the FlexScan L550).
- Available in gray and black.

LA-011-W (LCD Monitor Wall Mount Arm)
- Position the screen to the desired angle and orientation with tilt, swivel, and pivot functions.
- Holds EIZO LCD monitors 20.1” and above.
- Includes wall plate for stable attachment.
- Available in black only.
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Availability
All three mounting arms will go on sale worldwide in early June.

About EIZO
Eizo Nanao Corporation is a leading global manufacturer of high-end visual display products with a wide range of LCD monitors, and Windows-Based Terminals. The image quality, long-term reliability, and innovative features of EIZO monitors make them the products of choice in many financial trading rooms, hospitals, back offices, and design studios throughout the world. EIZO is based in Japan and represented in over thirty countries by a network of exclusive distributors.

For more information, please contact:  
Eizo Nanao Corporation  
153 Shimokashiwano  
Matto, Ishikawa 924-8566  
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Phone: +81 76 277-6792  
Fax: +81 76 277-6793  
http://www.eizo.com/
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